In E" an invariance of domain theorem may be proved assuming the Jordan Brouwer Theorem. In this paper such a theorem is proved for various locally compact, connected, Hausdorff spaces which satisfy a certain local degree of separability property. An example shows the separability condition may not be removed. A second theorem yields additional information about homogeneous spaces which satisfy the hypotheses of the first theorem.
In ( [2] , [3] , [4] ) the invariance of domain for «-manifolds is proved using either essential mappings or the Jordan Brouwer Theorem. Thelatter proof is generalized in Theorem 1 to certain locally compact, connected Hausdorff spaces by adding hypotheses concerning local degree of separability. Curiously enough, such a condition is necessary in the sense that there is a counterexample (Example 1) to Theorem 1 if the separability condition is omitted. Theorem 2 shows that if a homogeneous space X satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 plus two other restrictions, then Ais first countable and locally separable.
The space X will be said to have the invariance of domain property if given h:U-*X a homeomorphism of an open subset U of X into X, then h(U) is open. The local degree of separability, l.s.(p), of X at p e X is the least cardinal k such that an open neighborhood of p contains a dense subset B with card /3_A\ Theorem 1. Let (A, T) be a locally compact, connected Hausdorff space such that if a e U eT and b e X-U, then there is a collection C of mutually exclusive continua such that (1) a e \J Cc U, where \J C is connected and open, (2) if a e g0 e C and g e C-{go}, then g separates a from b in X, (3) if h : \J C->-A is a homeomorphism into and g e C-{g0} then g contains a subcontinuum g' such that X-h(g') is not connected, and (4) card C>\.s.(p) for each p e X. Then X has the invariance of domain property.
Proof.
Suppose U e T and h:U-*X is a homeomorphism into, but that y e h(U)nCl(X-h(U)).
We may also suppose without loss of generality that U is connected. Let x=h~1(y) and WeT such that ye W<= W^X-z, wherezG/z(F/),and PFand Wr\h(U) are both compact. By the hypothesis there is a connected open set Wx so that y eWxf fix<^ W. Some subcontinuum A of Wx is irreducible between a point / of Wx-h(U) and Wxr\h(U). A-h(U) is connected and has a point s of h(U) in its closure. Letting s=a, b=t, U-t, we find a collection C of continua as guaranteed in the hypothesis. But since (J C is open, some element B of C separates s from / in A' and also intersects A-h(U) and A((7)nîF. Some subcontinuum B' of B is irreducible between a point of Bn(A-h(U)) and Bnh(U). B'-h(U) has a point r of h(U) in its closure, where r^s. Thus D=(AvjB')-h(U)
is a connected subset of X-h(U) with points r, í of h(U)C\Win its closure.
Let se M eT where M has a dense subset N where card N=l.s.(s).
Let a, b, V=\J C, and C be as in the hypothesis where a=h~1(s), b= h~l(r), and V<^Ur\(h-1(Mr\Wx -r)). Assume aGg0GC, and for each g e C-{g0} let g' denote a subcontinuum of g such that X-h(g') is the union of two mutually separated sets Rs. and Sg,, where j ^ Rt-. Now suppose gi and g2 are two elements of C such that gx separates g2 from a in K (Note that the methods of Theorem 81, p. 33 of [5] reveal that C-{g0) is totally ordered under the relation g<g' if and only if g separates a from g' in X; in fact, with the topology induced by <C-{g0} it is also connected.) If Rg, and Rg¡¡. intersect, then h(g[) d: R . ; for otherwise it would then follow thatgá separates g'x from a in (7; and thus g2 would separate gx from a in X, a contradiction. Therefore h(g'2)\j Rg¿^ R9i.. Let Ux denote the complementary domain of U-g2 containing h~l(r). But DKj{r, i}U/i((71Ug2) is a connected subset of X-h(g'x) which contains s and a point of Rg ■, a contradiction. Thus Rg ,<^X-Rg¡¡,. Proof.
This follows from Theorem 1 with the aid of Theorem 58, p. 23 and Theorem 14, p. 171 of [5] .
Remark.
In Theorem 1 if X is a «-manifold, then for each x e U open let k be a homeomorphism from K<= U onto the open unit ball in Rn, where k(x)=0. Let C={{x}}Kj{k~1(S): 5 is a sphere in Rn with center 0 and radius less than 1}. Lemma 1. Suppose a, b, U, C, V=\j C are as in the hypothesis of Theorem 1, and ae g0e C and C-{g0} is totally ordered under the relation described above. Then, if for each g e C-{g0}, the set X-g=Rg\JSg mutually separated where Rg is the component of X-g containing a then (1) there is age C-{g0} so that ifg'^g then g'UÄV<= V and (2) ifWis an open set containing g0 then there exists g e C-{g0} such that RgUg<= W.
Proof.
Since X is locally connected, there is no harm in assuming each Rg above is the component of X-g containing a. Note from above that g<g' implies gVJRcRa-. Let M=r\geC_w¡R=C]geC_{H)gKJRg= M. Suppose M-g0 is not void. Since M-gncX-Fand gQ is closed, then g0 and M-go are mutually separated. Since X is connected let x e (M-go)C\C\(\J Sg). Let W0 be a connected open set containing x so that W0 is a compact subset of A-g0 and let g e C-{g0} such that rV0 intersects Sg. But W0 must intersect g since otherwise W^c Sg. Thus rV0 intersects Sgfor all g'^g-Using connected open subsets of A-g0 whose closures are compact, and which intersect guSg, a chain argument yields a continuum N so that b, x e N^X-g0. Thus if g'^g then g intersects N.
There is an open set R containing g0 so that A is a compact subset of X-(N\jM-go). For every gi^g there is a g'^gi so that g' intersects R and also N. Thus, there is a point t of Bd R so that if t e Q e T and gi^g then there exists g'^gi such that g' intersects Q. Since t $ M, t e Stt. for some g'. But if g"<g' then g" does not intersect Q=S9,, a contradiction. Thus g0=M.
In part (2) suppose Wx is an open set such that g0c Wx<^ W, where Wx is compact. There is a finite set {gx, ■ ■■ , gn} of elements of C-{g0} such that U»=i Sg covers BdtH^). Let g¡ denote the least of these in the order _. SincegfURg. is connected and contains a but no point of BdiH^), then giUR0i<= WV= W. Theorem 2. // (1) (A, T) is as in Theorem 1 and is homogeneous, (2) X1 = 2Xo and (3) for each such a, b, U described in Theorem 1 the element g0 of C which contains a is {a}, then X is locally separable and first countable.
Let a, b, U, C, V= \J C be as in Theorem 1 where Fis compact and a e g0e C. Letg, gx, g2, • ■ • be a sequence of elements of C-{g0} such that g<gv+i<gv, /?=1, 2, • • •. There exists g' e C-{g0} so that g' is the g.\.h.{gx, g2, • ■ •} and a point x of g so that every open set containing x intersects infinitely many g¿'s.
Let C be as in Theorem 1 for a'=x, b'=b, U'=U, and let V'={j C and x e h0e C. For each n let Un -X-gn and for each h e C' -{h0} let X-h=RhyjSh mutually separated, where x e Rh and Rh is connected. Let C-{h0} be ordered as above. Let elements «,, h2, ■ ■ ■ of C-{«"} be chosen such that hnURhn<= ¡Jn and hn+i<hn for «=1, 2, • • • .
Suppose x e Q e T. But by Lemma 1 (since {x}=h0) there is an n so that Rh \jh"cQ. Thus, X has a countable base at x, so by homogeneity has one at each point.
Let y G g' such that every open set containing y intersects a g" forg"<g', and let Rx, R2, ■ • ■ denote a countable base aty. Select elements kx, k2, • • • of C-{g0} such that kn intersects R" and k"<.kn+x. The open segments (k", gn) form a countable base at g' in the connected totally ordered set C-{g0}. Analogous double use of the countable base at a point in X will produce for any g" e (C-{g0}, -0 a countable base. By a theorem of Babcock [1] , card(C-{g0}) = 2No. By the continuum hypothesis l.s.(/>)_ X0 for each p e X.
Background. Given a well-ordered sequence a and a totally ordered set B let Bx denote the set of all sequences isomorphic to a, each term of which is in B, and let B* be understood to have the lexicographic order. Let Lo=L=[0, I] and let aj=l, 2, 3, • • •. Also, let a2=a1ai and let
L^L" (i=l,2).
It is known (Babcock [1] ) that if/denotes one of L0, Lx, and L2, then in the interval topology (1) / is compact, connected, and first countable, and (2) every pair of subintervals of F are homeomorphic. Furthermore, no two of L0, Lx and L2 are homeomorphic. Let Lv = avbv,p = 0, 1, 2.
Lemma 2. Let G denote an upper semicontinuous decomposition of
L2x L2 such that g eG provided (1) g={(a, b)} where a, b e L2 and b>a2, or (2) there is an element (a, a2) of L2xL2 such that g-{(a', a2) in L2xL2 so that a and a' agree on all coordinates not preceded by an infinite number of coordinates}. Then, there is no homeomorphism of (L2xL2)jG into L2xL2.
Proof.
Suppose there is such a homeomorphism h. Let cx, c2, • • • denote a sequence of elements of L2 which converge to a2, and where c^KCj, for p=l,2,-■ ■ . Let dP=h(L2x{cv}), p=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ and let d0= image of the nondegenerate elements of G under h. Since d0 is homeomorphic to Lx, d0 contains no interval of the form {a}xK or Hx{b], so let e denote a "subarc" of d0 containing no points with a coordinate =a2 or b2.
For each n let Gn denote a finite cover of e by sets of the form P=HxK, where each of H and K is an open subinterval of F2, and where P<^L2x L2-dn. Let Cn denote the set of all components C of sets of the type e(~\P, P e G", and let Kc denote a set composed of the endpoints of C and one point interior to C. For each n, let H"= [J Kc, C e C".
In order to show each Cn is countable it is helpful to use (1) the fact that L2 x L2 is first countable and (2) the fact that no generalized arc A has the property that there are mutually exclusive closed sets M, N and an infinite set T of mutually exclusive segments of A such that each / g F has one endpoint in M and the other in N. Finally, to show \J H" is dense in e it must be remembered that e contains no "vertical" or "horizontal" intervals. Since \\ Hn is a countable set dense in e, this means Lx is homeomorphic to L0, a contradiction. Example 1. There is a space (A, T) satisfying all but condition (4) of the hypothesis of Theorem 1, and such that A does not have the invariance of domain property.
Before we describe the example we need to describe some further decompositions of L2xL2. Let G be as in Lemma 2. Let H be a decomposition of L2 x L2 so that H agrees with G on points (a, b) with b<b2, but on L2 x {b2} let (a, b2) and (a1, b2) belong to the same element of H if and only if a and a' have the same first coordinate. Let Abe defined so that g e K if and only if (1) g is an element of H containing no point of the form (a2, x) or (b2, x), or (2) there is an x in L2 so that g is the union of the elements of H containing (a2, x) and (b2, x), respectively. The set A = (L2xL2)/K is a "generalized annulus" with a metric simple closed curve on one edge Ej and a "simple closed curve" on the other edge Ey, which is the union of two Ix arcs. Given a subset M of A let PX(M) denote the set of all elements & of A so that there is an element m of M, where k contains an element of the form (a, a2) and m contains an element of the form (a, x). Likewise, define P0(M) for points on the other edge. Note that if m is a subset of the metric edge, and N is the set of all points (x, a2) so that (x, b2)e m e M, then N is the union of elements of A.
The space A will denote the Euclidean plane R2 together with the union of a set of "annuli" Aj, one for each simple closed curve Jin the plane. The metric edge of Aj is identified with J under an identification map iji Ej-*J, and if J^J', then AjC\Aj.=Jr\J'.
The topology T for X is generated by neighborhoods of the following type: If x e Aj-J, let small open neighborhoods of x be those in the decomposition space topology on Aj. If x e R2, a neighborhood U of x will be determined by (1) an s>0, (2) the collection F of all simple closed curves / which intersect the spherical open set N(x, e), and (3) a collection W of connected open subsets Sj, one for each L2J (Jth copy of L2) such that Je V and such that (1) Sj contains the b2J endpoint and (2) Sj = L2J for all but finitely many/'s in W. ¡7 is {/?: (1)/? e N(x, e) or (2) there is a Je V, a point q eJ(~\N(x, e), and a point (r, s) of I2JxI2J such that (r, s) ep, s e Sj, and ij(Po(p))=q}-
We now see how to define the various collections C of continua. Let a e U open and b e X-U. Case 1. Suppose a e Ej. We think of L2 as the Jth copy and of K as the corresponding decomposition of L2xL2. Let xx, x2 be two elements of Ej distinct from a, suppose a2< W<b2 and suppose B is the "arc" from xx to x2 on Ej that contains a. Let g be the {P: (1) P={(x, w)} and Pt(P) e B, or (2) P={(x, y)} and a2<y_ Wand P^P^Xi or x2, or (3) P=xx or x2}. Continua such as g (type g) will be used to construct C, although not all continua in C will be of this type.
Let Ux, U2, • ■ ■ denote a countable base of neighborhoods at a, where t/jC U. Let g0 be a continuum of type g so that gu (the component of Aj-g that contains a)c Uv Letg!={a} and letg1/2 be a type g continuum so that gx/2cz U2 and also separates g0 from a in Aj. Analogously, we find gm and g3/i so that g3/4c i/3 and separates gV2 from a and where gx/i separates g0 from g1/2. This process is continued to find for each r=pj2" (0_>< 1) a continuum of type g, where the separations occur in the same way as on the real line, and wheregr^ £/a+1 for r=2q-1/2". If 0</<l and t^pj2" then gt is the set of all points of Aj that are separated fromg0 by a previously defined gs, for s</, but are not separated from g0 by such a gs for s>t. C={gt:l^t>0}. is the set of all w in /2J whose first coordinate is (lje)(ecv+(dJI-cv)t) (cv<dv) and where every point in L2J with first coordinate in [cp, dp] is in sJp.
For l>t>0 let gt = {P:(ï) P e R2 and \P-a\ = st, or (ii) P e Aj, I e W, Sj=I2J,and\P0j(P)-a\ = et,or(iii)PeJm(l<:m^n)and(a)\P0jm(P)-a\ = et and P={(x,y)}, where >>_■ V e hm(te), or (b) there is a component C of Jm-{Q e R2:\Q-a\=et} such that P={(x,y)} and Pjm(P) e C and y e hm(te)}. The set g0 is defined to be the closure of the component of X-U St (0</<l) that contains a.
To verify that condition (3) of the hypothesis holds, note that an application of Lemma 2 reveals that if A: V-^-X is a homeomorphism into, where U is an open subset of a Aj-/containing a segment s of Ej, then h(s) is a segment of some Ej,. That h(gt) (Case 1) separates A' is a consequence of the work of Slye [6] applied to two sets of the form Aj-Ej joined along a common edge Ej. In Case 2 the work of Slye may be applied to Aj-(Ej(jEj).
In Case 3 each gt (0</<l) contains a simple closed curve J^R2, and h(I) separates X into Aj-J and X-Aj.
Let W= (-1, 1) x (-1, l)c R2 be an open square disk and let Q denote the set of all closed curves in R2 which intersect W. Let í/={FgA':(1) Pe W or (2) Pe Aj,JeQ and Pj(P) e W). For each positive integer n letJn be the rectangular simple closed curve with vertices at (-n, 0), (n, 0), (n, n) and (-n, n), respectively, and let C" denote the set of all points P
